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Abstract
Gastric cancer is one of the most common and lethal cancers in the world. In Portugal, it is a major health problem presenting one of the highest incidence rates among European countries. In most Western countries, gastric cancer is generally diagnosed in advanced stages. Nevertheless, with the widespread use of upper endoscopy, gastric superficial neoplastic lesions are being increasingly recognized and diagnosed. However, there are no clear recommendations regarding who should be screened for its presence and only recently guidelines concerning the evaluation and management of these lesions were published. In this review, we summarize the current scientific evidence regarding diagnosis and management of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions. Topics like screening, diagnosis, endoscopic evaluation, management, treatment, pathologic evaluation and follow-up of patients with these lesions are covered and areas of future research are discussed. Whenever possible, evidence-based recommendations are made, and on the other cases expert opinion is presented.
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Avaliação e Tratamento de Lesões Superficiais Neoplásicas do Estômago

Palavras Chave
Neoplasias gástricas (MeSH) · Mucosectomia · Dissecção submucosa endoscópica · Cancro gástrico inicial · Neoplasia gástrica superficial

Resumo
O cancro gástrico é um dos tumores mais comum e letal em todo o mundo. Em Portugal é um problema de saúde de grande relevância apresentando umas das maiores taxas de incidência de toda a Europa. Na maioria dos países Ocidentais o cancro gástrico é geralmente diagnosticado em estádios avançados da doença. Contudo, com a generalização da realização de endoscopias digestivas altas, as lesões superficiais neoplásicas gástricas têm vindo a ser mais frequentemente descritas e diagnosticadas. Apesar disso não existem recomendações claras sobre quem deve ser rastreado para a sua presença e apenas recentemente foram publicadas recomendações sobre a avaliação e tratamento destas lesões. Nesta revisão somariam a evidência científica atual sobre o diagnóstico, avaliação e o tratamento de lesões superficiais neoplásicas gástricas. Tópicos como rastreio, diagnóstico, avaliação endos-
Introduction

Gastric adenocarcinoma is still one of the most common and lethal cancers in the world, representing 10% of all deaths from cancer and the fifth leading cancer diagnosis worldwide [1–3]. In Portugal, gastric cancer is the fifth most common and lethal cancer with an incidence of 13 per 100,000 person-years and a mortality of 9 per 100,000 person-years, the highest among European countries [4].

In most Western countries, gastric cancer is generally diagnosed in advanced stages of the disease, in clear contrast to some Eastern countries like Japan. In fact, even though the incidence of early gastric cancer (EGC) diagnosis in Western countries is not really known, a multicenter comparative study found that in North America EGC represented less than 20% of all surgically resected stomachs, in clear contrast to the 50% of surgically resected cancers in Japanese centers [5]. There are several reasons for this geographic variability in the diagnosis of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions, such as the existence of screening programs, training, and more frequent use of dye-based and virtual chromoendoscopy and magnification.

These aspects are very relevant with regard to the treatment of these lesions. Endoscopic resection is considered the standard therapy for gastric superficial neoplastic lesions in Eastern countries like Japan or Korea, presenting similar efficacy and survival with a potentially better safety profile compared to surgery [6, 7], in contrast to Western countries where surgery is chosen even for initial stages of the disease [8].

Nevertheless, since upper gastrointestinal endoscopy is a widely used procedure, the diagnosis of early lesions appears to be increasing also in Western countries. Moreover, some groups including our own showed that with proper training and skills endoscopic resection techniques could be a first-line treatment also in Western countries [9, 10]. Accordingly, recent European guidelines consider endoscopic resection as a first-line treatment for gastric superficial lesions [11].

In this nonsystematic review, we summarize the current evidence regarding diagnosis and management of gastric neoplastic lesions, establishing evidence-based recommendations.

Diagnosis and Evaluation

When and Who to Screen?

In theory, gastric cancer screening may increase the diagnosis of early lesions and reduce mortality. However, it remains unclear when to perform the screening and who should be screened.

Even though several factors and conditions may predispose to gastric cancer, such as prior gastric surgery, family history of gastric cancer, autoimmune gastritis, atrophic/metaplastic gastritis, hereditary and genetic conditions, clear screening indications are not established for many of these situations. In this paper, we will review screening in the general population and in specific groups of patients (Table 1).

General Population

Screening in the general population can only be recommended in countries with a high gastric cancer incidence such as Eastern and some Latin American countries. In Japan and in Korea, screening is recommended at the age of 40, with endoscopy (or barium X-ray study) being repeated every 2 years [12, 13]. This strategy, particularly with endoscopy instead of X-ray, proved to be cost-effective in these populations [12]. On the other hand, in countries with a low gastric cancer incidence such as the USA, screening is not routinely recommended even in patients considered to be at risk, and the decision to perform endoscopy is then decided on an individual basis [14, 15]. In countries like Portugal (moderate to high incidence), mass screening is difficult to defend. Nevertheless, it is our opinion that a “case-finding strategy” by proposing a single upper endoscopy after the age of 45–50 years to patients that come back for consultation due to other complaints may be worthwhile not only to increase the detection of early cancers but also to identify people with premalignant conditions (gastric atrophy/metaplasia) that would benefit from further endoscopic surveillance. An idea would be to perform a gastroscopy in patients undergoing screening colonoscopy for colorectal cancer, a strategy that proved to be cost-effective in comparison to commonly performed screening strategies, even in low-risk and high-cost endoscopy countries like the USA [16].
Atrophic/Metaplastic Gastritis

It is clearly established that gastric atrophy and intestinal metaplasia are premalignant lesions (precancerous conditions), with rates of progression to cancer of 0–1.8% and 0–10% per year, respectively [17, 18]. Recent guidelines recommend that patients with extensive atrophy and/or intestinal metaplasia in the antrum and corpus should receive follow-up endoscopy every 3 years [19, 20]. However, no recommendation was made regarding patients that only present changes in the antrum [10]. Indeed, some advanced stages of atrophy and metaplasia (operative link for gastritis assessment [OLGA] or operative link for intestinal metaplasia [OLGIM] stage III) may only present extensive metaplasia in the antrum and angulus without significant changes in the body [21–23]. Furthermore, recent studies with narrow-band imaging (NBI) suggest that random biopsies may underestimate the degree of atrophy/metaplasia since these changes alternate with normal mucosa even in advanced stages of gastritis [24]. For this reason, patients presenting atrophy/metaplasia solely in the antrum or corpus (random biopsies) could benefit from a high-quality endoscopy with NBI every 3–5 years. This endoscopy would allow to endoscopically stage atrophy and intestinal metaplasia, eventually repeating targeted gastric biopsies according to the Sydney-Houston system for calculating OLGA/OLGIM [21]. If there is no progression in the stage of gastritis to advanced atrophy or metaplasia, then no further surveillance could be considered. However, at this moment, this recommendation lacks evidence.

Autoimmune Gastritis

This disorder is also called autoimmune metaplastic atrophic gastritis given the high risk of developing these changes in the gastric body. Even though this condition is associated with an increased gastric cancer risk (2- to 6-fold), no established surveillance recommendation is advocated [25, 26]. Probably, endoscopic surveillance every 3–5 years would be of benefit in these patients. Moreover, this strategy has the advantage of also detecting gastric neuroendocrine tumors of which these patients are at risk [25, 26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Follow-up interval</th>
<th>Strength of recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General population</td>
<td>&gt;45–50 years, opportunistic</td>
<td>Based on findings</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric atrophy/intestinal metaplasia</td>
<td>Extensive GA/IM (antrum and corpus)</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal GA/IM (only in antrum or corpus)</td>
<td>HR-NBI endoscopy with biopsies for OLGA/OLGIM in 3–5 years&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GA/IM and family history of GC</td>
<td>HR-NBI endoscopy with biopsies for OLGA/OLGIM in 2–3 years&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune gastritis</td>
<td>After diagnosis</td>
<td>3–5 years</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history</td>
<td>50 or 10 years earlier than the younger affected relative</td>
<td>Based on findings</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric resection for benign condition</td>
<td>15–20 years after surgery</td>
<td>Based on findings</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent Hp gastritis</td>
<td>30–35 years</td>
<td>5–10 years&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (3–5 years if family history)</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch syndrome</td>
<td>15–20 years</td>
<td>2–3 years</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hp, *Helicobacter pylori*; GA, gastric atrophy; IM, intestinal metaplasia; HR-NBI, high-resolution narrow-band imaging endoscopy; GC, gastric cancer; OLGA, operative link for gastritis assessment; OLGIM, operative link on gastric intestinal metaplasia assessment.

<sup>a</sup> In these cases, always eradicate Hp – if successful and no advanced stages of OLGA/OLGIM (only stages 0, I, or II) in the HR-NBI endoscopy, consider no further surveillance. <sup>b</sup> If no progression in the stage of gastritis to advanced atrophy or metaplasia, then consider no further surveillance.

Table 1. When and who to screen?
Family History

Family history is clearly recognized as a risk factor for developing gastric cancer [27]. Indeed, guidelines suggest that family history of gastric cancer should be taken into account in the follow-up of patients with precancerous conditions [19]. However, no clear recommendations were made concerning specific patients with a family history of gastric cancer. Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that gastric premalignant lesions may progress more rapidly in patients with a family history [28]. Taking these factors into account, we believe that patients with advanced stages of atrophy and metaplasia and a family history of gastric cancer in a first-degree relative may benefit from a tighter follow-up strategy, probably with endoscopy every other year. Moreover, a screening endoscopy at the age of 50, or 10 years before the diagnosis of gastric cancer in the family, could be offered to these patients. The cost-utility of these strategies should be further investigated by proper studies.

Partial Gastrectomy

There are insufficient data to recommend endoscopic surveillance in patients with a history of partial gastrectomy because of a benign condition (e.g., peptic ulcer). However, it appears that gastric surgery, by favoring a chronic alkaline reflux into the gastric stump, may facilitate progression of gastritis, atrophy, and metaplasia [29]. Indeed, some studies have shown that these patients are at increased risk of gastric cancer [29, 30]. However, the risk appears to be augmented only 15–30 years after surgery [29, 30]. For this reason, a surveillance endoscopy 15–20 years after surgery with biopsy samples should be considered. If normal histology was found, probably no further surveillance is recommended. If extensive atrophy/metaplasia is identified, endoscopic surveillance every 2–3 years may be of benefit to these patients.

Persistent Helicobacter pylori Gastritis

With the increasing rates of Helicobacter pylori (Hp) antibiotic resistance, it is predictable that the prevalence of persistent Hp gastritis due to treatment failures will increase. Many patients ask what to do and when to repeat endoscopy after failure to eradicate Hp. The truth is that Hp is the main risk factor for gastric cancer and prospective studies showed that infected patients, even without neoplastic lesions, may still progress to cancer. Wong et al. [31] showed that the risk of cancer in patients with persistent Hp chronic gastritis without atrophy or intestinal metaplasia is 1% after 7 years (~0.2% patient/year). For these reasons, it is our opinion that patients in whom Hp could not be eradicated should be offered an endoscopy after 5–10 years in order to check the progression of gastritis. If a family history is present, endoscopy should probably be anticipated to 3–5 years. If no progression of gastritis to atrophy and/or metaplasia is observed, then there may be no need to continue endoscopic surveillance. This strategy, however, may lack cost-effectiveness and should be investigated further with proper studies before general recommendations can be made.

Hereditary Syndromes

Hereditary syndromes such as familial adenomatous polyposis and Lynch syndrome also increase the risk of gastric cancer, and endoscopic surveillance should be considered according to the respective guidelines [32, 33].

Endoscopic Evaluation in Patients with Premalignant Conditions/Lesions

After the histologic diagnosis of a premalignant lesion or EGC (low- or high-grade dysplasia or intramucosal adenocarcinoma), a high-quality endoscopy (with chromoendoscopy – virtual or dye-based) should be offered to the patient, ideally performed by an endoscopist with expertise in the area [11]. It is not uncommon for a gastric superficial neoplasia to be described as an erythema, scar, erosion/ulcer, or a papule. This happens because early neoplastic lesions are rarely detected and thus, most endoscopists are not used to describe these lesions. Moreover, conventional white light endoscopy cannot accurately differentiate these lesions from other benign non-neoplastic lesions [19]. High-resolution NBI (HR-NBI) may help in the diagnosis of these lesions (Fig. 1) [34]. Indeed, our group has shown that a simple NBI classification can be applied with high reproducibility and that an irregular pattern with NBI is highly accurate for the diagnosis of early gastric neoplasia [35]. Chromoendoscopy with indigo carmine or methylene blue with or without magnification may also help in the diagnosis of these lesions; however, this technique is cumbersome and is only available in some centers [36–38]. For these reasons, current guidelines recommend that if a gastric superficial neoplasia is suspected, an experienced endoscopist should perform an upper endoscopy with a scope with HR-NBI (or another digital chromoendoscopy method) [11]. Moreover, the principle of endoscopic treatment is to remove lesions with no or very low risk of lymph node metastasis (LNM), and so virtual chromoendoscopy should be used not only to identify the lesion, but also to predict...
submucosal invasion and then to correctly delineate it and establish its size. The Paris classification should be used to describe the lesion, since this characteristic along with size and location may also help to predict feasibility and curability of endoscopic resection [39, 40].

Histopathologic Evaluation
Since endoscopic evaluation and patterns are not 100% accurate in the diagnosis of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions, a histologic diagnosis should always be obtained. However, only 1 or 2 fragments of the most suspicious areas, ideally identified and targeted with NBI, should be obtained in order not to induce fibrosis, which may eventually compromise a future resection. The World Health Organization (WHO) classification should be used and the diagnosis of dysplasia/neoplasia should be confirmed by 2 expert gastrointestinal pathologists [19]. However, it should be noticed that if a lesion is identifiable with endoscopy and histology confirms the diagnosis of neoplasia, the lesion should be resected, independently of the grade of dysplasia [19]. So, even a lesion with low-grade dysplasia should be resected, since after complete resection of the lesion there will be a histologic upgrade in almost 1/3 of the lesions [10].

Other Procedures
Currently, there is no other recommended procedure for the evaluation of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions. Some groups routinely use endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). However, a study comparing EUS to expert endoscopic evaluation in order to determine feasibility of endoscopic resection showed that endoscopy alone was better than EUS, since this procedure would upstage many lesions that could be treated by endoscopic resection [41]. Furthermore, there is no evidence that abdominal computed tomography (CT) changes the management of these patients. Indeed, sometimes abdominal CT and/or EUS may create doubts in the treatment by showing perigastric lymph nodes. The clinician might hesitate to use endoscopic treatment even with an endoscopically resectable lesion and most of the times these lymph nodes are not metastatic lymph nodes. For these reasons, guidelines recommend that an expert endoscopic evaluation should be enough for establishing feasibility of endoscopic resection, and that EUS or CT should be avoided [11]. In the worst case scenario, endoscopic resection will provide the best diagnosis and staging, and further staging/treatment can be done if necessary.

Treatment
Endoscopic Mucosal Resection
Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) was the first endoscopic treatment that was approved as an alternative to surgery for the treatment of EGC. Two different techniques have been described for the resection of flat/depressed gastric lesions: cap-assisted EMR (EMRc) and rubber band-assisted EMR (EMRb) [42]. In EMRb or ligation-assisted EMR, a standard variceal band ligation device is positioned over the target lesion, generally without prior submucosal injection, and then suction is applied to the lesion. After suctioning the lesion inside the ligation cap, the band is deployed to capture the lesion.
The banding device is then removed and a standard electrocautery snare is used to resect the lesion below (preferentially) or above the band. Even though this technique is also described for gastric lesions, its applicability is mainly for esophageal lesions with most experts preferring EMRc for resection of gastric lesions [42]. The technique of EMRc was first described by Inoue et al. [43]. In this technique, a plastic cap is attached to the tip of the endoscope with a snare being prelooped inside the inner aspect of the distal part of the cap. After submucosal injection, the lesion is then suctioned into the cap and the looped snare is used to cut the lesion.

In an early series, EMR was able to cure cancer more than 85% of the times [44, 45]. In selected cases, long-term follow-up of this technique showed 99% disease-specific survival both at 5 and 10 years [46]. However, the problem with EMR is that the amount of tissue that can be suctioned into the cap is generally low, with most studies showing that lesions bigger than 10–15 mm generally cannot be removed en bloc with negative margins. For this reason, this technique is associated with high rates of local recurrence (almost 30% in some studies) that must be treated either by further endoscopic treatment or surgery [44–48].

**Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection**

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) was developed with the main purpose of en bloc removal of larger lesions. It is considered a complex endoscopic technique with a long learning curve and for these reasons only few endoscopists are able to perform this technique, especially in Western countries where gastric cancer incidence is lower and where gastroenterologists are less trained to detect early lesions [42]. Even though the exact technique may vary between experts, some general steps apply to every procedure. After marking the margins of the lesion with an electrocautery device, the technique is initiated with submucosal injection of the lesion. After that, a needle knife is used to make 3–4 small mucosal incisions in order to obtain access to the submucosal layer. Then, the same or a different kind of knife is used to dissect the circumference of the lesion outside the coagulation marks. Thereafter, complete dissection of the lesion is performed with further submucosal injection as needed.

This technique proved to be a great strategy for complete removal with negative margins of gastric lesions, even bigger than 2 cm. Several studies showed that from an oncologic point of view ESD should probably be considered the endoscopic therapy of choice by allowing more than 90% en bloc R0 resections [49, 50].

**Surgery**

There is no doubt that surgery is the most definitive treatment of EGC with almost every lesion being cured by gastrectomy [51]. The great advantage of surgery is that it allows removal not only of the lesion but also of the regional lymph nodes. However, this may not be necessary in more than 70–80% of the patients, since the risk of LNM may be extremely low in selected EGC [6, 39]. Even though gastrectomy is not considered a high-risk surgery (mortality rates described in the literature of ~1%), it is associated with complications and most of the times can have a negative impact on patients’ quality of life [51]. Moreover, a proximal lesion surgery may imply a total gastrectomy that is a more aggressive surgery than a distal gastrectomy [52]. Laparoscopic gastrectomy may be a choice for some EGC, eventually with a better safety profile when compared to traditional gastrectomy [53, 54].

**Comparison of Treatments**

It appears that EMR, ESD and surgery are all associated with high curative rates and long-term cancer-specific survival for the treatment of EGC. The question is, which one should be preferred?

**EMR versus ESD**

Several retrospective Eastern studies, whose data were grouped in 2 meta-analyses, compared EMR with ESD for the treatment of EGC [49, 50]. ESD showed higher en bloc resection rates (92 vs. 52%; OR 9.69; 95% CI 7.74–12.13), higher histologic complete resection rates (82 vs. 42%; OR 5.66; 95% CI 2.92–10.96), and lower local recurrence (1 vs. 6%; OR 0.10; 95% CI 0.06–0.18). These benefits were maintained even for smaller lesions (less than 10 mm). These better outcomes were nevertheless associated with higher procedure times (medium time more than 59.4 min; 95% CI 16.8–102) and higher perforation risk (4 vs. 1%; OR 4.67; 95% CI 2.77–7.87), although no differences in clinically significant bleeding rates were seen (9% in both groups). The authors concluded that ESD is better than EMR for the treatment of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions, although with a slightly higher risk of perforation. In our Western series, the results were comparable to most Eastern series: higher piecemeal resection (39 vs. 6%, p < 0.001), lower R0 resection (54 vs. 91%, p < 0.001) and consequently higher recurrence rates (15 vs. 3%, p = 0.01) were seen in the EMR group, suggesting that ESD is better than EMR, even though long-term survival rates were not different between the groups. Nevertheless, in our study the safety profile was not different, with 8% of bleeding and 1% perforations in both groups [10].

Management of Gastric Superficial Lesions
Endoscopic Treatment versus Surgery

Only few and retrospective studies compare endoscopic treatments with surgery. Two initial EMR studies with a small number of patients and highly selected endoscopic cases did not find any differences in survival [55, 56]. However, even for small lesions, the rates of incomplete resection and recurrence were higher in the EMR group. As predictable, surgery was associated with higher postprocedure morbidity, particularly in elderly patients [55]. In a more recent and larger study, EMR was comparable to surgery not only in survival but also in recurrence [57]. Even though the EMR group had a higher risk of metachronous lesions, all patients were successfully retreated without affecting survival. The complication rate was similar between the groups (~7%), although there was no procedure-related death in the EMR group compared to 2 deaths in the surgery group, and the EMR complications (bleeding) were mostly easily controlled by endoscopy in contrast with some serious complications (wound dehiscence, cholecystitis, and urethral injury) in the surgery group. Moreover, the EMR group had a significantly shorter hospital stay (8 vs. 15 days) and lower cost of care, leading the authors to conclude that EMR has advantages over surgery for the treatment of EGC. In spite of these advantages, almost 30% of the patients in the EMR group were not included in the analysis because they did not have the criteria for complete resection, suggesting that EMR may not be feasible for the treatment of some EGC. Again, this aspect may favor ESD. Indeed, in a cohort comparing ESD to surgery, gastrectomy patients had longer operation times (265 vs. 90 min), a longer hospital stay (10 vs. 3 days) and higher complication rates (33 vs. 5%), with similar oncologic outcomes and survival, leading the authors to conclude that ESD should be the first-line treatment for EGC [58]. Two recent studies also concluded that ESD has many short- and long-term advantages compared to surgery [59, 60]. However, it should be emphasized that in these series only few patients were submitted to laparoscopic gastrectomy, a procedure that appears to have a better safety profile than open gastrectomy [53, 54]. Moreover, even in selected cases with complete resection by ESD, some patients will still need surgery with lymphadenectomy because of noncurative resection (see below). Indeed, in our series, 11% of the patients had an indication for surgery after successful endoscopic resection, even though only 6% of the patients decided to have surgery [10]. Nevertheless, even in these cases, surgery is still an option, with previous ESD not compromising surgery results [61, 62]. In conclusion, even though some patients will still need surgery after ESD, it appears that in selected cases ESD leads to similar oncologic outcomes with a better safety profile compared to surgery.

The Best Choice

Taking altogether, it is our opinion that when sufficient expertise exists and if the lesion is considered to be endoscopically resectable, then ESD is probably the best choice. Compared to EMR, it allows a more complete oncologic removal of the lesion with negative margins, which might be the difference between curative and noncurative resection (and eventually surgery). Moreover, the safety profile is similar and even though meta-analysis suggests a higher risk of perforation (not in our series), the truth is that most of the gastric ESD perforations are managed conservatively without surgery. Compared to surgery, it theoretically allows the preservation of the stomach, with fewer complications and preserving patients’ quality of life. However, the patients should always be informed that surgery is the most definitive treatment, that after ESD 10–20% of the patients will still need surgery and that by preserving most of the stomach the risk of new lesions appears to be higher with ESD, approaching 1–2% per patient-years in most series [10]. Exceptions could be patient preference for a more definitive treatment and big (more than 2 cm), depressed lesions in the proximal stomach that are difficult to remove by endoscopy and have a higher risk of LNM. These scenarios, particularly in a younger and fit patient, can make surgery the most compelling treatment. On the other hand, given the very low risk of advanced histology in small nondepressed lesions (Paris IIa, <10–15 mm), particularly if they are located in a difficult position for ESD (e.g., proximal stomach), this could be a good indication for EMR (Fig. 2) [11].

Specimen Histopathologic Evaluation

Handling the Specimen

Resected specimens should be pinned on cork or thick paper immediately after the procedure in order to avoid shrinkage artifacts. Needles should not stretch the specimen too much nor damage the lesion; instead, they should try to maintain its normal size and shape. Completeness of the resection should be confirmed by the identification of the coagulation marks. Needle placement too close to the edges of the specimen or too close to the lesion should be avoided as this may compromise proper histologic evaluation. In cases of piecemeal resection, the endosco-
pist should try to reconstruct the lesion whenever possible respecting its topography with appropriate fixation onto cork. Diameters of the lesion should be recorded. Colored needles or latex colors may be used for orientation of the specimen, but most of the times this is not necessary since it will not change the management of these patients. After that, the specimen should be placed in 4% buffered formalin overnight remembering that the specimen should be completely covered. Specimens should be sectioned with at least 2-mm intervals to assess tumor involvement in lateral and vertical margins. Two expert gastrointestinal pathologists should make the final histologic diagnosis according to the WHO classification [11, 63–65].

**Features to Describe**

Histopathologic evaluation is the keystone for deciding if the resection was curative or not and consequently for establishing future management of the patient (Fig. 2). The following characteristics should always be described [11].

**Type of Lesion**

The lesion should be considered as intraepithelial neoplasia (synonym of dysplasia) of low or high grade, intramucosal invasive carcinoma or submucosal invasive carcinoma. It should be noticed that, contrarily to the colon, intramucosal carcinoma is invasive and malignant and has the potential of LNM.

**Differentiation**

The grade of differentiation of carcinomas should be divided into grade 1 (well differentiated), 2 (moderately differentiated), and 3 (poorly differentiated or diffuse type). From a clinical point of view, the important division is between grade 1/2 and grade 3, since management will be different.

**Size of Lesion**

The macroscopic size of the lesion should be measured in centimeters, since this may influence the management of the patient.
Ulcerative Findings

It should be recorded if there are ulcerative findings in the histopathologic evaluation, since its presence can influence the resection classification.

Lymphovascular Invasion

This should always be recorded as positive (LV1) or negative (LV0) in lesions with carcinoma (not necessary in dysplasia), since this is the most important factor for predicting LNM.

Perineural Invasion

Even though the prognostic role of perineural invasion is controversial, particularly in EGC, this should be recorded.

Depth of Submucosal Invasion

This should be recorded in micrometers. The important factor is to establish if the depth of submucosal invasion is more or less than 500 μm.

Resection Margins

Resection margins should be divided into negative (0) and positive (1) and into horizontal (Hm) and vertical (Vm) margins, since the clinical meaning of Hm1 and Vm1 is different. There are no studies showing which distance should be considered a safe margin. Generally, if tumor (dysplasia or carcinoma) is not present in the margins, independently of the distance, it should be considered a negative margin (Hm0, Vm0). If tumor is present (or indeterminate), it should be considered a positive margin and the resection should be considered at least an Rx resection (Rx if Hm1, Vm0 and R1 if Vm1).

Management after Specimen Histopathology Result

Type of Resection

Traditionally, the terms curative and noncurative were used to refer to the type of resection. However, definitions vary between studies, and even in the worst scenario of a complete noncurative resection, more than 70% of the patients are in fact cured. For these reasons, current Eu-
Management of Gastric Superficial Lesions

Low-Risk Resection
In this case, the risk of distant or local recurrence is extremely low (<1%) and no further treatment is recommended (given that recurrence risk is lower than surgical mortality risk).

Local-Risk Resection
In this case, the risk of distant disease is extremely low (<1%); however, the risk of local recurrence may be as high as 30%. Generally, it happens after piecemeal resection or positive horizontal margins. In these cases, tight endoscopic surveillance and eventually another endoscopic treatment are recommended.

High-Risk Resection
In this case, there is a small but real risk for distant disease (>2%), theoretically higher than the risk of surgery. Staging procedures (e.g., CT), multidisciplinary evaluation, and consideration of adjuvant treatment (surgery) are recommended.

Low-Risk Resection (“Curative” Criteria)
Two different curative criteria are described in the literature, even though the risk of LNM appears almost zero in either group. Initially, only the standard/traditional criteria were considered curative because there were only few studies evaluating predictive factors of LNM in EGC and EMR only allowed en bloc removal of small (less than 2 cm) lesions. With the development and dissemination of ESD that allowed en bloc removal of bigger lesions, several studies showed that other additional factors could be considered as curative (expanded indications) [6, 66, 67].

Standard Criteria
Standard criteria include an en bloc R0 resection (Hm0, Vm0) of a dysplastic lesion or intramucosal carcinoma, with less than 20 mm, no ulceration and no lymphovascular involvement. The risk of LNM is 0% (95% CI 0–0.3).

Expanded Criteria
Expanded criteria include an en bloc R0 resection (Hm0, Vm0) of any size of an intramucosal well-differentiated carcinoma (95% CI 0–0.4), less than 30 mm of an ulcerated intramucosal carcinoma (95% CI 0–0.3), submucosal infiltration less than 500 μm (Sm1) in a tumor less than 30 mm (95% CI 0–2.5), or undifferentiated/diffuse intramucosal carcinoma with less than 20 mm (95% CI 0–1). The risk of LNM with these criteria is also 0%.

Current guidelines recognize that these criteria are in fact criteria of low-risk resection; however, given the low number of cases described in the literature, the upper limit of the 95% CI can be as high as 2.5% for the expanded criteria and thus abdominal CT is generally recommended, even though there is no evidence to support this strategy [11].

High-Risk Resection (“Noncurative” Criteria)
If any of the following features is observed, the patient should be proposed for surgery: intramucosal cancer bigger than 3 cm but with ulcerative findings (LNM risk of 2% if well differentiated and 7% if poorly differentiated); poorly differentiated intramucosal carcinoma bigger than 2 cm (LNM risk of 2% if 2–3 cm and 7% if >3 cm); poorly differentiated carcinoma with submucosal invasion (>7% depending on depth of invasion and size); Sm1 well-differentiated tumors bigger than 3 cm (LNM risk of 3%); submucosal infiltration deeper than 500 μm (at least Sm2; LNM risk >10%, depending on size of the lesion) and lymphovascular invasion (LNM risk >21%) [6, 66, 67]. Positive vertical margins (Vm1) for carcinoma are also a criterion for high-risk resection (see below). However, it should be noticed that many of these patients are old and have significant comorbidities; thus, the risk of gastrectomy should always be balanced against the LNM risk.

Local-Risk Resection (Positive Margins)
There is no consensus regarding the management when a lesion with otherwise low-risk criteria is not resected en bloc or presents with positive margins. Several studies show that when apparently there was no lesion in the ulcer at the end of the procedure, even with piecemeal resection, and/or there were clearly positive histologic margins, the risk of recurrence is still only about 10–30%, meaning that even in these cases, about 70–90% of the patients will be cured [47, 68]. Moreover, it appears that most of these incomplete resections are amenable to further endoscopic treatment, without the need of surgery [47, 69–71]. However, evidence shows that Hm1 is clearly distinct from Vm1, since a positive Vm is associated with a higher recurrence rate (>40%, most of the times not amenable to further endoscopic treatment) as well as with some risk of LNM (>5%) [48, 72]. These findings were confirmed in other series; thus, it is our opinion that, and in agreement with Japanese and European guidelines, patients with positive lateral margins in the absence...
of positive vertical margins, undifferentiated tumor, and submucosal or lymphovascular invasion can be managed with further endoscopic surveillance or therapy, without the need of surgery [6, 11, 73]. If the vertical margins are positive, with the exception of lesions only with dysplasia, this should be a criterion for high-risk resection, and surgery is recommended depending on the clinical condition of the patient.

**Uncertain Areas**

Another controversial issue is when the tumor presents a mixed pattern (well differentiated with some areas of isolated cells/diffuse pattern). Given the lack of evidence regarding these tumors, guidelines do not consider these situations. Even though some authors suggest that the percentage of the type of tumor should determine the final diagnosis (e.g., if more than 50% are diffuse cells, it is considered as an undifferentiated tumor and if less than 50%, it is considered as a differentiated tumor), there is no evidence to support further management. For this reason, we suggest that even small areas of isolated cells should categorize these tumors as undifferentiated and they should be treated accordingly, at least until further evidence is provided. Regarding perineural invasion in the absence of high-risk criteria, a feature that rarely presents in isolation and is rarely studied, there is no evidence to guide treatment. A recent study suggests that in the absence of lymphovascular invasion, perineural invasion does not increase the risk of LNM [74]. So, it is our opinion that future studies should further investigate this aspect and that this feature, when present in isolation, should not interfere with the decision about the necessary treatment.

**Follow-Up**

If the patient is not considered to have an indication for gastrectomy then endoscopic surveillance should be initiated. Eradication of Hp should be performed since it has been shown that it might reduce the risk of metachronous lesions [19]. Even though no study compared different strategies of follow-up, one prospective study showed that endoscopic follow-up is cost-effective, since it allows the detection and management of new lesions without the need for surgery [75]. This happens because after endoscopic resection the rate of new lesions (synchronous, recurrent, or metachronous) can be as high as 1–3% per year in the first 5 years [10, 75]. Moreover, it appears that the first 2 endoscopies are the ones that detect more lesions, particularly synchronous lesions not previously detected, and recurrences [10, 75]. For these reasons, we suggest 2 endoscopies in the first year (at 3–6 months and then at 9–12 months) and then annually. It should be noticed that in the first 1–3 months, sometimes the scar appears elevated with granulation tissue and some it might be difficult to distinguish between recurrence and granulation tissue, both endoscopically and histologically [76]. For this reason, we do not recommend to do the first follow-up endoscopy before the 3 months. Concerning biopsies, we do not recommend scar biopsies on a routine basis. Instead, we recommend high-quality endoscopy (HR-NBI) and taking biopsies only if suspicious areas are seen. Again, if the resection was R0 and if we see some polypoid aspect of the scar, particularly when it suggests inflammation/granulation tissue, we avoid biopsies at least in the first endoscopy because the probability of being a recurrence is extremely low and by taking biopsies there is a risk of increasing the size of the hyperplastic polyp [76]. On the other hand, if the resection was Rx (local risk) then taking 1 or 2 fragments from the scar should be considered. Concerning other evaluations, there is no evidence to support any other procedure. After a resection with expanded criteria, an abdominal CT can be considered even though the probability of detecting metachronous disease is extremely low. Moreover, the periodicity of radiologic surveillance is not established. On the other hand, a resection with high-risk criteria should be followed by all the examinations recommended for the staging of gastric cancer, including CT [11].

**Conclusions and Areas of Future Research**

With the widespread use of endoscopy and the new techniques available to detect these lesions at an early stage (e.g. HR-NBI), EGC is being increasingly recognized in Western countries.

Despite there being some recommendations about follow-up of preneoplastic conditions, evidence is scarce about the utility of screening asymptomatic populations for gastric cancer and for these preneoplastic conditions. In our country, a region with a moderate to high incidence of gastric cancer, we suggest to opportunistically screen patients older than 45–50 years and we make recommendations about screening and follow up patients with known risk factors for gastric cancer [77].

Gastric superficial lesions/EGC can be managed either endoscopically or surgically, with endoscopic resection being considered a first-line therapy. In this article, we
review comparative studies of EMR, ESD and gastrectomy in the treatment of EGC, which show similar efficacy between ESD and gastrectomy and a trend for a better safety profile with ESD (compared to gastrectomy). So, in line with current European guidelines, we suggest ESD as the first-line treatment [11].

In order to overcome some lack of evidence in this area, we hope that future studies can clarify the optimal strategy of follow-up for patients with preneoplastic conditions and comparatively evaluate clinical outcomes of gastrectomy and endoscopic resection in the treatment of EGC as well as evaluate which is the more cost-effective therapy. Besides, future identification of clinical, endoscopic, and histologic/molecular characteristics associated with a higher incidence of metachronous lesions or a more aggressive course of the disease may influence treatment, perhaps guiding us to select the patients more suitable for a surgical management at the time.

In this article, we summarize every step in the management of a patient with EGG. Although some of the recommendations are based on expert opinion, it is our view that these can guide clinicians in this developing field where evidence-based recommendations are difficult to make at this time.
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